1. Introduction
===============

Substituent effects on conjugated molecules have been extensively explored in chemical, biochemical, and materials research. In the design of organic light-emitting/solar-cell materials and fluorescent probe molecules,[@cit1]--[@cit5] it is routine to attach electron-donating groups (EDGs) and electron-withdrawing groups (EWGs) to dye molecules to tune their frontier orbital energies and absorption/emission wavelengths. In synthetic chemistry, it has been common practice over the last several decades to introduce EDGs/EWGs onto conjugated organic molecules to modulate their chemical reactivity.[@cit6]

Empirically, the substituent effects on conjugated systems have been explained using classical descriptors, especially Hammett constants (*e.g. σ*~p~, *σ*~m~, *σ*~p~^--^, and *σ*~p~^+^).[@cit6],[@cit7] These constants were developed originally to quantify the electron-donating and electron-withdrawing capabilities of different substituent groups in affecting the dissociation of benzoic acid and other reactions. Ever since, Hammett constants have also been employed in many other structure--property analyses.[@cit8]--[@cit13] Most recently, researchers have observed some correlation between the Hammett constants and photophysical properties of oxyluciferin analogs,[@cit14],[@cit15] curcumin derivatives,[@cit5] and other chromophores/fluorophores. Despite numerous efforts,[@cit16]--[@cit24] Hammett constants still lack a rigorous theoretical basis, especially in the context of analyzing substituent effects on the photophysical properties of conjugated molecules. Also noteworthy are several other empirical constants, including analogs of the Hammett parameter[@cit25],[@cit26] and quantities defined based on charge population analysis,[@cit27],[@cit28] as descriptors exclusively for excited-state properties, while their general applicability and usefulness remain unclear.

Quantum mechanically, the substituent effect on the photophysical properties of conjugated molecules can be investigated using either qualitative molecular orbital (MO) theory or quantitative quantum chemistry calculations. Within the qualitative MO theory,[@cit29] which dates back to the early days of quantum chemistry, one performs perturbational MO (PMO) analysis[@cit30]--[@cit34] and studies constructive/destructive interference *via* mixing degenerate (such as the H~2~ molecule) or non-degenerate (such as the HF molecule) orbitals. Qualitative MO analysis has contributed greatly to our understanding of key chemical concepts, such as covalent bonding, metal--ligand binding, conjugation, hyperconjugation, hypervalency, and substituent effects in small-size molecular systems (see [@cit29] for detailed discussions).

In quantitative quantum chemistry calculations for excited states, one goes directly after a quantitative prediction of the electronic and photophysical properties, such as frontier orbital energies and excitation wavelengths/intensities. These calculations are usually based on modern wavefunction theory \[such as configuration interaction singles (CIS),[@cit35] equation-of-motion coupled-cluster theory (EOM-CC),[@cit36],[@cit37] and the algebraic diagrammatic construction (ADC) approach[@cit38]\] or time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT).[@cit39]--[@cit42] In quantitative electronic structure theory, less and less emphasis has been placed on the orbital interaction pictures, despite the effort to develop new areas such as conceptual density functional theory.[@cit43] This, in our view, is mainly because only canonical MOs (CMOs) of the entire substituted system emerge naturally from such calculations. However, without resorting to the orbital interaction picture, one often finds it not straightforward to interpret substituent effects on molecular properties.

To bridge the gap between qualitative MO analysis and quantitative quantum chemistry calculations for substituted conjugated molecules, we will revisit the orbital interaction concepts and reformulate such analyses *via* a procedure similar to a variational energy decomposition analysis (vEDA). Dating back to the pioneering work of Kitaura and Morokuma,[@cit44],[@cit45] the vEDA family of methods[@cit46]--[@cit56] have become a powerful tool for analyzing intermolecular interactions (see [@cit57] for a review). These methods connect non-interacting fragments (the initial state) and the fully interacting complex (the final state) *via* a series of intermediate states in which certain components of the interaction are "switched on/off". Therefore, the energies of these intermediate states are usually variational upper bounds to that of the fully interacting state as obtained from quantitative quantum chemistry calculations based on Hartree--Fock or density functional theory (DFT). The energy differences between these (including the initial, intermediate, and final) states are then taken as the components of total interaction energy. In modern variants of vEDA for intermolecular interactions, the construction of intermediate states can be based on localized fragment orbitals \[such as the absolutely localized molecular orbital (ALMO)-EDA[@cit46]--[@cit49] and the block-localized wavefunction (BLW)-EDA[@cit50]--[@cit52]\], natural bond orbitals \[such as the natural energy decomposition analysis (NEDA)[@cit53],[@cit54]\], or fragment partition of electronic density \[such as the density-based energy decomposition analysis (DEDA)[@cit55],[@cit56]\].

In this article, we extend the ALMO-based vEDA procedure[@cit46]--[@cit49] to systems where a substituent is covalently bound to a conjugated molecule, giving rise to a bottom--up analysis of substituent effects on frontier orbitals. While many vEDA approaches for intermolecular interactions can be directly applied or extended to covalently bound systems,[@cit19],[@cit56],[@cit58]--[@cit64] these methods mainly focus on the bonded interaction itself and usually employ a "bond-breaking" initial state (open-shell fragments). For example, another recent extension of ALMO-EDA for probing the "fingerprints" of single chemical bonds (*e.g.* ionicity, covalency, polarity, *etc.*)[@cit63],[@cit64] employed two spin-pure doublet fragments to construct the frozen wavefunction (which is a high-spin triplet). Our vEDA-like analysis (the word "vEDA-like" indicates that the quantity to be decomposed is not necessarily the interaction energy) differs from the above-referenced methods in not only the objective but also the preparation of the initial "fragment" state: instead of starting with radicals, we will adopt two separately prepared closed-shell fragments bridged *via* a "spectator" σ bond as the initial state (*vide infra*). On the other hand, our approach is inspired by EDA schemes for analyzing interactions between moieties belonging to the same molecule[@cit65]--[@cit69] or intramolecular conjugation/hyperconjugation effects,[@cit70]--[@cit74] which do not require cleavage of covalent bonds to prepare the initial state either but are for rather different purposes.

We should also mention that orbital interaction pictures can also be generated in a top--down manner, *i.e.*, MOs belonging to different moieties can be constructed from fully converged self-consistent field (SCF) solutions.[@cit33],[@cit75]--[@cit77] These approaches, however, do not facilitate a complete separation of individual contributions to the substituent effect. As a bottom--up approach, our ALMO-based analysis resembles the BLW analysis. Both analyses construct a mutually polarized but fragment-orbital-mixing-quenched state (referred to as the "POL" state below) by variationally optimizing its energy subject to the constraint that MOs are absolutely localized on fragments. The BLW approach was utilized by Mo and co-workers[@cit74] to probe the intramolecular interactions between the π-orbitals of the benzene ring and the amino/nitro groups in aniline/nitrobenzene, where similar "*in situ*" orbital interaction diagrams were produced. Instead of focusing solely on the π-substituent orbital interaction (during the transition from "POL" to the final state),[@cit74] our scheme is designed to provide well-defined "isolated fragments" (FRAG) and "frozen fragments" (FRZ) states (in addition to the POL state) in order to unravel other key perturbations (permanent electrostatics/Pauli repulsion, mutual polarization) to the frontier orbitals as well.

2. Methods
==========

2.1. Notation
-------------

We shall follow the tensor formulation for electron structure calculations in a non-orthogonal basis.[@cit78] Throughout this paper, we use \|*φ*〉 for atomic orbital (AO) basis functions, \| for atomic orbital (AO) basis functions, \|*ψ*〉 for molecular orbitals (MOs), for molecular orbitals (MOs), *x*, *y* for fragment indices, *μ*, *ν* for AO basis indices, *i*, *j* for occupied MO indices, *a*, *b* for unoccupied (virtual) MO indices, and *p*, *q* for generic (occupied or virtual) MO indices. Einstein summation convention is applied to a pair of identical covariant and contravariant indices (except for the orbital energy definitions in eqn (7) and (8)). Using this notation, occupied and virtual orbitals on the *x*-th fragment can be written as which are called covariant orbitals within the tensor formulation. With the overlap metric formed by occupied orbitals from all fragments,we can use its inverse, *σ*~oo~^*xi*,*yj*^, to obtain the corresponding contravariant orbitalswhich are no longer localized exclusively on a given fragment. Similarly, we can use the overlap among all virtual orbitalsand its inverse, *σ*~vv~^*xa*,*yb*^, to obtain the contravariant virtual orbitals

2.2. ALMO analysis procedure
----------------------------

Before introducing our method, we first briefly recapitulate the regular ALMO-EDA scheme[@cit46] for intermolecular interactions, which is schematically summarized in [Fig. 1(a)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The procedure begins with separately converged SCF solutions for isolated fragments, which correspond to the "FRAG" stage. The isolated fragments are then brought together in the complex with their orbitals remaining unrelaxed, giving rise to the frozen (FRZ) state of the supersystem. The total energy of the supersystem is then minimized subject to the "absolute localization" constraint, *i.e.*, the fragment MOs are only allowed to be spanned by the AO basis functions that belong to the same fragment. The SCF solution converged therefrom represents the mutually polarized (POL) state. Further relaxations involve interfragment ov-mixings, and thus the associated energy lowering is interpreted as charge transfer (CT). It can be further split into two parts: (i) the perturbative CT energy calculated by performing a "Roothaan step" (RS) on top of the POL state,[@cit46],[@cit79] which corresponds to a single diagonalization of the supersystem Fock matrix associated with the POL state; and (ii) the high-order CT energy defined as the energy difference between the RS state and the fully converged SCF solution (the "FULL" state).

![Schematic illustration of the procedure of (a) the regular ALMO-EDA for intermolecular interactions and (b) our ALMO-based analysis for substituent effects on frontier orbitals. "A" and "B" denote two fragments, and "O" and "V" refer to occupied and virtual orbitals, respectively. The vertical bars in light purple in panel (b) refer to the link orbital between two fragments (corresponding to the C--X single bond in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).](c8sc02990c-f1){#fig1}

In this work, we focus on molecules with two covalently linked fragments: a conjugated molecule (Ar) and its substituent (X). As shown in [Fig. 1(b)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, there are six states in our frontier orbital analysis. Compared to the regular ALMO-EDA procedure for intermolecular complexes, the preparation of the FRAG state here is more complicated due to the covalent linking, and the RS state in a regular ALMO analysis has been divided into two consecutive states "OOM + VVM" and "OVM" (defined below) because they have distinct effects on the energy of frontier orbitals. The details associated with these steps will be elaborated in the rest of this section.

### 2.2.1. FRAG state

In this state, isolated fragments need to be constructed from a covalently-linked molecule (Ar--X). When the C--X single bond is severed in this molecule, both the conjugated molecule (Ar) and the substituent (X) need to be properly terminated in order to prepare their orbitals under chemically relevant (closed-shell) environments. For the conjugated molecule, it is straightforward to terminate it with a hydrogen atom, yielding the unsubstituted Ar--H. The scheme that can be used to terminate the substituent, on the other hand, is more arbitrary. In this work, we choose to prepare the orbitals of X when it is attached to a phenyl ring (constrained to be in the same plane as Ar), leading to Ph--X.

From the optimized geometry of the entire Ar--X molecule, the construction of two "tailored-then-capped" fragments (Ar--H and Ph--X) is automated using a python script. Subsequently, from the full SCF solutions of these two systems, two sets of initial fragment orbitals can be prepared by truncating the Pipek--Mezey[@cit80] localized orbitals in the AO space and then re-optimizing them with a generalized ALMO-SCF scheme: one set for the aromatic ring (Ar) from Ar--H (excluding the C--H bond), and the other set for the substituent group (--X) from Ph--X (including the C--X single bond). The fragment orbital preparation scheme is illustrated in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, and a detailed description of all steps here can be found in Section S1 of the ESI.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}

![The "fragmentation" scheme for a substituted naphthalene. Orbitals belonging to Ar and --X are prepared through ALMO calculations for Ar--H and Ph--X, respectively. The combination of converged orbitals for Ar and --X yields the frozen state of Ar--X.](c8sc02990c-f2){#fig2}

### 2.2.2. FRZ state

From two initial sets of fragment orbitals for Ar and --X obtained at the FRAG stage, the corresponding one-particle density matrix (1PDM) for the entire Ar--X, **P**~FRZ~, can be constructed. The energy for each fragment orbital is computed as the expectation value of the global Fock operator (constructed from **P**~FRZ~) within the contravariant-covariant representation:

The change in these orbital energies relative to isolated fragments contains both permanent electrostatics and Pauli repulsion contributions. It is possible to further separate them by introducing an extra intermediate state where the fragment wavefunctions are not yet antisymmetrized against each other.

### 2.2.3. POL state

In this state, two fragments are allowed to mutually polarize each other. In a customized SCF procedure, fragment orbitals on both Ar and X are relaxed (through occupied-virtual orbital rotations within each fragment) until the total energy is minimized. In the current implementation, the orbital for the C--X single bond is kept frozen. Fragment orbital energies for the POL state are then computed also according to eqn (7) and (8).

### 2.2.4. OOM + VVM state

For inter-fragment occupied--occupied orbital mixing (OOM), pseudocanonical (PC) occupied orbitals (XPCo) and their energies (*ε*PCo) are obtained by diagonalizing the occupied--occupied block of the Fock matrixwithin a metric *σ*POLoo defined in eqn (3) for polarized fragment orbitals,

Such an oo-mixing does not change the 1PDM of the supersystem. Thus, it has no impact on the total energy or any density-dependent fragment charge population for the electronic ground state. However, as known in PMO theory (see, for example, Fig. 10.17 in [@cit29]), oo-mixing does affect frontier orbital energies. Specifically, it can increase the HOMO energy, because the highest-energy pseudocanonical occupied orbital is expected to be an out-of-phase (*i.e.* destructive) combination of fragment occupied orbitals.

Moving next to the virtual orbitals, one first needs to project out the components in the occupied space from them:Without this projection, the energy of pseudocanonical virtual orbitals could be artificially too low.

For virtual--virtual orbital mixing (VVM), the Fock matrix represented in the subspace of projected virtual orbitalsare diagonalized (within a metric) to obtain the pseudocanonical virtual orbitals (XPCv) and their energies (*ε*PCv):Note that, according to PMO theory (see, for example, Fig. 10.18 in [@cit29]), vv-mixing can lower the LUMO energy, because the lowest-energy pseudocanonical virtual orbital is expected to be an in-phase (*i.e.* constructive) combination of fragment projected virtual orbitals. Overall, both oo-mixing and vv-mixing are expected to reduce the HOMO--LUMO gap.

### 2.2.5. OVM state

Following oo- and vv-mixing, pseudocanonical occupied and virtual orbitals can then be mixed through one single diagonalization of the entire Fock matrix in the subspace spanned by all these orbitals. This amounts to occupied-virtual orbital mixing (OVM). Unlike oo- and vv-mixing steps, ov-mixing does cause a redistribution of the electron density, which can thus lead to a net transfer of charge density between Ar and --X.

As is well known in PMO theory, when two orbitals with significantly different energies interact with each other, the lower-energy orbital acquires an even lower energy, and the higher-energy orbital is going to further increase its energy. Consequently, ov-mixing is expected to lower the HOMO energy while raising the LUMO energy, thus enlarging the HOMO--LUMO gap. This is exactly the opposite to oo- and vv-mixing.

### 2.2.6. FULL state

Starting from the OOM + VVM and OVM states, occupied and virtual MOs of the Ar--X molecule can span both fragments. Occupied-virtual orbital rotations will be performed in further SCF cycles to converge the energy to the final minimum. Fully converged MOs (*ψ*FULL*q*) can be correlated to polarized fragment occupied and virtual orbitals (*ψ*POL*xp*) through the following projection Here in the construction of the contravariant fragment orbitals, \|*ψ̄*^*xp*,POL^〉, we utilize a full overlap metric that contains not only the occupied--occupied (, we utilize a full overlap metric that contains not only the occupied--occupied (eqn (3)) and virtual--virtual blocks (eqn (5)) but also the occupied-virtual and virtual-occupied blocks.

3. Results and discussion
=========================

3.1. Test case---prodan molecule
--------------------------------

Prodan \[6-propionyl-2-(*N*,*N*-dimethylamino)naphthalene\], a widely-used fluorescent probe molecule in biology,[@cit81],[@cit82] is employed in this work as an example to illustrate our ALMO-based analysis of substituent effects. With an absorption peak ranging from 342 nm in cyclohexane to 362 nm in water,[@cit83] its vacuum absorption wavelength is estimated to be around 340 nm. This is 65 nm longer than the 275 nm absorption wavelength of naphthalene vapor,[@cit84] which amounts to a reduction of the vertical excitation energy (VEE) from 4.50 eV (naphthalene) to 3.64 eV (prodan).

As shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the absorption energies of both molecules can be well reproduced from TDDFT calculations. Using the B3LYP functional[@cit85],[@cit86] and the 6-31G(d) basis set for gas-phase ground-state geometry optimization and subsequent TDDFT calculations, the lowest VEE was computed to be 4.46 eV for naphthalene, and 3.55 eV for prodan, both within 0.1 eV from the experimental values. These calculations also indicated that, for both molecules, the lowest-energy electronic excitation is dominated by a HOMO → LUMO transition (amplitude \> 0.94). Therefore, the reduction in the lowest VEE is mainly caused by the narrowing of the HOMO--LUMO gap, whose computed values as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} are 4.83 eV (naphthalene) and 3.87 eV (prodan).

![Experimental and computed gas-phase vertical excitation energies of naphthalene, prodan, and two intermediates. Computed absorption energies and HOMO--LUMO gaps were obtained from TDDFT calculations using B3LYP/6-31G(d).](c8sc02990c-f3){#fig3}

In computational studies, one can choose to attach only the electron-donating dimethylamino group or the electron-withdrawing propionyl group (of the prodan molecule) to the naphthalene core first, leading to the two intermediates in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Both 2-(dimethylamino)naphthalene and 6-(propionyl)naphthalene have smaller computed HOMO--LUMO gaps (4.20 and 4.37 eV, respectively) than that of naphthalene (4.83 eV). As a result, their computed VEEs (based on TDDFT) are 3.72 eV and 3.92 eV, respectively, which are more than 0.5 eV lower than the computed VEE of naphthalene. That raises an intriguing question: how can an EDG and an EWG both reduce the HOMO--LUMO gap and thus the lowest electronic excitation energy? This question will be addressed below by performing the ALMO-based analysis.

All calculations below were carried out in gas-phase with the B3LYP functional and the 6-31G(d) basis set using a development version of Q-Chem 5.0.[@cit87] To test the applicability to different basis sets, the ALMO-based analysis was also performed using the 6-31+G(d) basis and yielded very similar results for the prodan molecule (see Fig. S1 and S2 in the ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Python scripts were employed to automate the visualization of orbital energy changes among different states (such as [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and the construction of orbital interaction diagrams (such as [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

![Effect of the electron-donating dimethylamino group on the HOMO and LUMO of the naphthalene chromophore. All orbital energies are in eV. Numbers in bottom parentheses show the total energy of each intermediate state relative to that of the fully converged state.](c8sc02990c-f4){#fig4}

![Interaction between polarized naphthalene and dimethylamino orbitals to produce the fully converged MOs of 2-(dimethylamino)naphthalene. All orbital energies are in eV. Numerical values in green refer to projection coefficients calculated based on eqn (15). Other superpositions of fragment occupied orbitals are not shown because they have lower energies.](c8sc02990c-f5){#fig5}

While we focus primarily on frontier orbital energies in this work, it would still be worthwhile to examine the total energy for various intermediate states in the ALMO analysis (which are shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} as well as Fig. S3 and S5 from the ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). As expected, FRZ, POL, and OVM states (OOM + VVM shares the same total energy with POL) have successively lower energies and approach the FULL energy from above, which is consistent with the fact that they provide variational upper bounds to the full SCF energy. The polarization energy (*i.e.* the difference between the FRZ and POL states) is less than 2 kcal mol^--1^ in all cases, indicating that the fragment orbitals obtained at the FRAG stage closely resemble the mutually polarized ALMOs in the POL state. The dominant change in the total energy occurs upon ov-mixing (difference between the OOM + VVM and OVM states), where the total energy is lowered by as much as 20--40 kcal mol^--1^. After the ov-mixing, further SCF steps until full convergence only lower the total energy by less than 2 kcal mol^--1^. As shown below, the frontier orbital energies experience dramatically different changes than the total energy during the vEDA-like analysis procedure.

![Effect of the electron-withdrawing propionyl group on the HOMO and LUMO of the naphthalene chromophore. All orbital energies are in eV. Numbers in bottom parentheses show the total energy of each intermediate state relative to that of the fully converged state.](c8sc02990c-f6){#fig6}

3.2. Effect of the dimethylamino group
--------------------------------------

According to the HOMO and LUMO energy levels shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} for the initial (FRAG) and final (FULL) states of the analysis, both of which can be readily obtained from standard SCF calculations, there is clearly a significant reduction of the HOMO--LUMO gap from 4.792 eV (FRAG) to 4.203 eV (FULL). This arises mainly from an elevated HOMO level (from --5.795 to --4.833 eV), which is delocalized from the naphthalene core to the substituent. In contrast, the LUMO level is subjected to a smaller elevation from --1.003 to --0.630 eV.

Such elevations in the frontier orbital energies agree well with one\'s chemical intuition: attachment of an EDG would make it easier for a conjugated molecule to lose an electron, thus lowering its ionization potential (IP); on the other hand, it should become more difficult to introduce an extra electron, which corresponds to a decreased electron affinity (EA). Although Koopmans\' theorem does not hold rigorously within the DFT framework, a smaller IP and a decreased EA are still expected to accompany a raise in the HOMO and LUMO energies, respectively.

The ALMO analysis procedure, as outlined above, provides a quantitative justification for such highly intuitive results through detailed information about HOMO and LUMO at the intermediate stages between FRAG and FULL. From [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, it is clear that permanent electrostatics/Pauli repulsion (which drive the change between the FRAG and FRZ states) and polarization (which is responsible for the change from FRZ to POL) have only a marginal effect on the HOMO and LUMO energy levels, and thus on the gap in between. The most dramatic change to HOMO occurs with oo-mixing, where the pseudocanonical HOMO receives a substantial contribution from the dimethylamino group. This is consistent with the expectation that the dimethylamino group can serve as a π-donor. As a matter of fact, the HOMO obtained at the OOM stage already appears qualitatively very similar to the fully converged one. On the other hand, with a HOMO energy increase from --5.845 eV (POL) to --4.343 eV (OOM), oo-mixing clearly over-corrects the HOMO energy by around 50%, which then goes back down to its converged value (--4.833 eV) through ov-mixing and subsequent SCF steps.

Meanwhile, the LUMO receives a relatively smaller contribution from the dimethylamino group during the VVM, OVM, and the full SCF steps. The LUMO energy increases slightly from --1.116 eV (POL) to --0.966 eV upon the projection as shown in eqn (11) (not plotted in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), and is then lowered to --1.004 eV due to the vv-mixing. The further relaxations in the OVM and full SCF steps raise the LUMO by roughly 0.4 eV, yielding its final energy --0.630 eV.

To fully understand the interactions between fragment orbitals, one can project HOMO and LUMO of the entire molecule (at the OOM + VVM, OVM, or FULL stage) onto polarized fragment orbitals (absolutely localized) using eqn (14). Recall that, in the basic MO theory, an out-of-phase (*i.e.* with a zero-value dividing surface between two constituents) superposition of fragment orbitals produces an orbital with a higher energy than its components (a good example is the ![](c8sc02990c-t16.jpg){#ugt16} orbital of the H~2~ molecule). Within the current example as shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the dimethylamino HOMO forms an out-of-phase mixing with the naphthalene occupied orbitals (HOMO, HOMO--1 and HOMO--3), giving rise to an elevated energy for the full-system HOMO. Putting in the language of PMO theory (see, for example, Chapter 3.2 in [@cit29]), the final HOMO includes three distinct components: a scaled-down contribution from naphthalene\'s HOMO, a first-order contribution from the dimethylamino HOMO, and a second-order contribution from naphthalene\'s HOMO--1 and HOMO--3. [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} also indicates that the dimethylamino HOMO has a minor out-of-phase mixing with naphthalene\'s LUMO, raising its energy from --1.116 to --0.630 eV.

When a dimethylamino group is attached to 6-(propionyl)naphthalene to produce the prodan molecule (see [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), its effect turns out to be very similar. As shown in Fig. S3 and S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} in the ESI,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} this EDG again substantially raises the HOMO energy of the whole molecule by mixing its HOMO with the occupied orbitals on the 6-(propionyl)naphthalene moiety.

3.3. Effect of the propionyl group
----------------------------------

As shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, the electron-withdrawing propionyl group reduces the HOMO--LUMO gap through a totally different mechanism. For all states in the ALMO analysis, the HOMO energy stays nearly constant, even after the HOMO receives a minor contribution from the oxygen atom of the propionyl group in the OOM + VVM state.

Intuitively, one expects an EWG to cause a conjugated molecule to more readily accept an electron, which corresponds to a lowered LUMO energy. Indeed, upon the introduction of the propionyl group, the LUMO energy of the naphthalene ring is reduced from --0.985 eV (FRAG) to --1.672 eV (FULL). The most dramatic change to the LUMO occurs at the VVM stage, where it delocalizes onto the propionyl group, leading to a decrease of its energy from --1.168 eV (POL) to --1.735 eV (VVM). The LUMO energy then goes back up slightly to its fully converged value (--1.672 eV) through the OVM and full SCF steps. As in the case of the dimethylamino group, permanent electrostatics/Pauli repulsion and electric polarization have minimal effects on the HOMO--LUMO gap.

The orbital interaction diagram in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} indicates that the propionyl LUMO is mixed with the LUMO and LUMO + 1 of the naphthalene core to produce the LUMO of 6-(propionyl)naphthalene, which acquires a lower energy than all its components thanks to an in-phase vv-mixing (*i.e.* without a zero-value dividing surface between two constituents). Such a constructive (orbital-energy-lowering) mixing of fragment orbitals resembles many other cases in MO theory, such as the σ~g~ orbital of the H~2~ molecule.

![Interaction between polarized naphthalene and propionyl orbitals to produce the fully-converged molecular orbitals. All orbital energies are in eV. Numerical values in green refer to projection coefficients calculated based on eqn (15). Other superpositions of fragment unoccupied orbitals are not shown because they have higher energies.](c8sc02990c-f7){#fig7}

The propionyl group plays a very similar role when it is attached to 2-(dimethyl)-naphthalene (which also generates the prodan molecule). As shown in Fig. S5 and S6,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} an in-phase vv-mixing of the low-lying virtual orbitals on 2-(dimethyl)-naphthalene and the propionyl group leads to a substantial reduction in the LUMO energy of the entire system.

4. Conclusions
==============

An ALMO-based analysis procedure was introduced to divide the substituent effect on the frontier orbitals of conjugated molecules into several components: permanent electrostatics/Pauli exclusion, polarization, oo-mixing, vv-mixing, ov-mixing, *etc.* For the prodan example, it was found that pseudo-canonicalization (oo-mixing and vv-mixing) plays the most important role, where the dimethylamino group raises the HOMO energy through oo-mixing while the propionyl group lowers the LUMO energy through vv-mixing. Therefore, our analysis provides a quantitative theoretical foundation for the chemical intuition that EDGs raise HOMO while EWGs lower LUMO.

While interactions through permanent electrostatics/Pauli repulsion and polarization between the chromophore and substituent orbitals do not significantly affect the HOMO--LUMO gap of the prodan molecule, they are expected to play a more pronounced role with more polar substituent groups. For example, a trifluoromethyl group is able to shift the HOMO and LUMO energies more significantly at the FRZ stage (see Fig. S7 in the ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

The procedure outlined in our work is applicable to many other conjugated systems to understand how different substituent groups affect their frontier orbitals. On the other hand, in the study of substituent effects on absorption/emission wavelengths, its use will be mostly limited to systems where the excited state of interest is dominated by the HOMO--LUMO transition. In more complicated scenarios where multiple electronic configurations and/or states are involved, more advanced analysis tools need to be developed.

Overall, through a thorough investigation of all these effects on frontier orbitals coming out of an ALMO-based analysis, one will be able to acquire valuable quantitative insights into substituent effects on the electronic transition wavelengths of many dye molecules and then use the knowledge to guide the design of new chromophore/fluorophore analogs. In the near future, the fragment orbital preparation procedure established in this work will also be combined with a recently reported extension of ALMO-EDA to intermolecular interactions involving excited-state molecules,[@cit88] which can thus facilitate a direct probe of substituent effects on excitation energies and other excited-state properties.
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